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When Did We Vote for an Un-Elected Fed, CDC, FDA, FBI, HS, CIA, WEF?

If you have a question about how agencies gained control over our lives, there's a sim-
ple explanation: once a body politic has been dumbed-down as to the facts, it reacts 
purely in terms of emotion. For example, the governor's race in Oregon: amongst 3 fe-
male candidate, 1 of them, an independent, pulls enough votes from democrats that 
the republican has a toss-up chance of winning (not seen since the neolithic age). 
Leaving 'leftist' ideologues paralyzed—unwilling to discuss issues other than abortion.

Americans are beyond fed up with authorities (often unelected), controlling our lives. 
If the republican wins in Oregon, it will not be decided over abortion—it will be decided 
by voters who either know someone injured by 'vaccines', or. who lost jobs/businesses 
to tyrannical, un-elected, health agency dictates that attacked 'inalienable rights'.

Oregon's is the most egregious of many state ballot measures in direct opposition to 
a recent SC ruling, affirming the right to 'keep and bear arms'. Asking 'leftists' if they 
support the measure, they do. They have no problem with someone needing 'permis-
sion' to own a firearm. The obvious question escapes them: permission from whom?

They don't get it that across the world citizens are recoiling from 'Pfizer fraud'. Eu-
ropean nations are demanding their 'vaccine' dollars back from Pharma. New York and 
Alberta have made rulings that anyone who was dismissed for refusing to have an 'ex-
periment' jabbed into their bodies get their jobs back with backpay. The new Alberta 
Premier apologized, while denouncing illegal billionaire WEF mandates for Canadians.

The ideologues I talk to are out-of-control. They abruptly comment whenever their 
emotions get the best of them, and they back away emotionally when something gets 
brought up that threatens the 'narrative'. For instance, I ask if when they talk to friends 
about the midterms, do they weigh candidates platforms against one another?  And do 
they discuss 'ballot measures' in terms of constitutionality/illegality? They do neither. 

Somehow billionaires and agencies assume they control our lives. The FBI 'brass' 
recently had to remind agents that the 1st and 4th Amendments exist. And WEF added 
to its 2030 lunacy: citizens (which citizens?), without a specific permit, will be limited to 
drive only within the area in which they live, using prescribed routes and destinations, 
though prescribed routes may be longer/take more time. Also, all airports are to close.  

Many families lost love ones to consequences of the virus because hospitals took 
away 'all' treatment options. How many patients were put on remdesivir (against the 



family's wishes), and forcefully kept off ivermectin and hyroxychloroquine because 
remdesivir was the only accepted protocol? Who decided that pharmacies would not fill 
prescriptions from doctors—for common drugs? And, who authorized a massive pay-
ment system for hospitals that only prescribed remdesivir—failing that—ventilators?

How far up the 'food chain' do we have to go to find those who knew remdesivir to be 
a failed ebola drug that allegedly killed half of patients in trials—more fatal than ebola? 
And, when used in tandem with ventilators, raised the mortality rate to 90% And who 
decided that hospitals, in which patients could not be treated with protocols prescribed 
by the patient's doctor—were neither visitable nor free to leave a hospital to go home?

Agencies did that, with powers vested in them by legislators. And, if ever there was 
an example of absolute power corrupting 'absolutely', look no further than health agen-
cies. Originally charged with a mandate to inform Americans, they instead became 
cheerleaders for medical 'rackets'. Only a voter groundswell can put a stop to this.

It is apparent that all elite decision-making is ideologically motivated. As with 'vac-
cine' mandates, which, in retrospect were not medical decisions—but 'politics for profit'. 
Has anyone failed to notice that little kids, hardly susceptible to the virus have been 
herded by health regulator deciders that unanimously voted for mRNA 'vaccines' as 
protocol to attend school. And NO MORE FREEBIES. Reportedly, kids will have to pay 
for the jabs—jabs that for unspecified reasons have been raised in price—400%.

But what about the recoil from growing awareness of 'severe adverse reactions' and 
'excessive death rates'—polls show that of those who took the 'jabs/boosters', only 1 in 
3 would reportedly have taken the 'jabs' had they known then what they know now.  

We hear plenty about authoritarian systems—Russia and China (China, yes—Rus-
sia no—read Putin's latest speech). But what about the tyrannical takeover of the US 
by those that talk a 'good democracy' while putting the boot on American and global 
necks. What about Biden and Co., grasping power, ignoring 'due process/rule of law'?

In my view, each agency in my title is constitutionally illegal and represents a 'thiev-
ery' of powers, purposefully mandated to American citizens. How did that happen? 
Americans have been propagandized into accepting that they can't survive without de-
pendance on the elite. To that end they give over the Bill of Rights and the Constitution.

But the elite have taken it too far and here comes that recoil—the backlash that will 
show itself in the midterms. I can't say for sure that Oregonians will go republican, but 
one of the 'bluest' states, just being up for grabs, is a terrifying prospect for 'globalists'.

Unelected and unconstitutional bureaucracies first gained control of our economies, 
politics, now our bodies. From where do they get their authority? Who voted for an ille-
gal Fed, for Bernanke, backed by Yellen and all the mid-wits? Who invited them into 
the Constitution, and where was a president with the guts to fire J. Edgar Hoover on 
day 1? Think about trouble we could have been spared, had the FBI been reeled-in.

The power vested in the Fed is illegal and criminal. Same with the FDA and CDC. 
Authority, given to the FBI, Homeland Security, and CIA, is not based on American se-
curity concerns. Instead, each is a 'rogue agency'—in direct defiance of the Bill of 
Rights. And there is no concern for actual Americans in the economy. This latest BS of 
melding the Fed with Treasury is a stupid game of juggling worthless treasuries with 
almost worthless treasuries. All that's left is to kick a full #10 can—barefoot. It's over.

In a world of sub-optimal choices, my self-worth improves with subscriber requests: 
erik@neverhadaboss.com. I post some at neverhadaboss.com, along with my fiction. 
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